
Working with Individuals- RESOLVE     developed by Richard Bolstad 

1. Resourceful State  

Know your state, manage your state, and be ready to use reflective listening skills. 

2. Establish Rapport 

What specifically do you do to establish rapport? 

3. SPECIFY Outcome 

What is the PS? Tell me more about that. How bad is it? Scale the problem. 

How many desired changes are there? Choose one to work on for each session.  

Use your SPECIFY worksheet to understand the relationship between PS & DS, to specify DS, and 
to elicit resources and challenges. Scale the motivation to get DS. 

What actions has the client taken that has improved the situation (the exception)? 

4. Open Up Model Of The World 

Using our languaging skills - Meta Model, Milton Model, Sleight of Mouth, Reversing Pre-
suppositions as well as understanding programs such as Meta Programs, Frames, Submodalities, 
etc..   

What limiting language, beliefs and behaviors do they have that may be interfering with their DS? 

How could their behavior be altered to improve their situation? 

How could their strategies be improved? 

Who could be a role model for their actions? 

5. Leading 

What specific NLP tool will you use with them in each session? Guide the client through that tool.   

Give the client a task to do that either develops a resource, recreates the exception (if noted 
above), relates to a metaphorical solution, or teaches them something. 
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6. Verify Changes 

Scale the problem. How much change has occurred? How far down the scale did the client drop?   

In follow-up sessions remember to ask if the client completed the task. What were the results?  
What has changed for the client since the previous session? 

7. Exit and Future Pace  

At the end of the session(s), review the client’s learnings and action steps going forward.
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